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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
- Please read this installation instructions before start 
  installation.
- Risk of Injury: Make sure that the power to the electrical 

  box is off before starting the installation, or changing the 

  light bulb.
- The fixture is rated for indoor dry locations only.
- Have a qualified electrician to install this fixture.

Crystal Galaxy

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!

HEIGHT

CANOPY A

8: Screw each lamp into the socket. 

9: Hang each crystal onto the peg in front of the lamp.

B

2: Connect the transformer black and white wires to the 
    power line hot and neutral wires respectively with wire 
    nuts.  
3: Connect the ground wires based on local electrical  
    codes.

4: Place the wires and wire nut connections inside the 
    electrical box and mount the back plate to the electrical 
    box with the two #8-32 screws.

5: Feed the "+" and "-" fixture wires through the canopy 
    inlets. Cut the excess wires, leaving 6 inches for power 
    connections.

6: Connect these wires properly to the transformer 12 volt 
    wires with wire nuts.

7: Slide the canopy up over the back plate. Align the 
    mounting hole and secure it in place by tightening the 
    screw.
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CAUTION: To reduce risk of a burn or electrical shock 
during lamping, disconnect the power to the fixture.

Use MAX 2 Watt, Type E10 Miniature Lamp,

for each Socket, or  LED E10. 0.3 Watt

NOTE: Use a soft cloth and fingers to install the lamp.

Use MAX 2 Watt, Type E10 Miniature Lamp,

for each Socket, or  LED E10. 0.3 Watt

1: Determine the overall fixture height by adjusting the 
    aircraft cable going into the canopy. Push the tab on the 
    cord grip to release the aircraft cable.
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ATTENTION: When replacing lamp, make sure power to 
the fixture is turned off. Remove the crystals near socket 
and replace the lamp with a new one.
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